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Reporting in plenary from breakout groups

Climate-ADAPT: new developments based on
evaluation results

Evaluation approach and methodology
• Three Climate-ADAPT
objectives

Internal assessment

• Operationalisation by 14
questions
• Internal assessment elements:
• Content
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sharing of
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• Functionalities
• External feedback
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• Web statistics
• Survey
• Use cases
• Ad-hoc feedback at
conferences/meetings

Figure: Informing the EU Strategy Evaluation by evaluating the fulfilment of
the three specific Climate-ADAPT objectives; objective C partly covered
Source: EEA, 2017

Evaluation of Climate-ADAPT

Discussions and outcomes
-

Evaluation methodology was appropriate

-

Structure of the findings is useful (by C-A objectives and criteria)

-

Positive experience in participating in the evaluation

-

Inspiring for developing new platforms and revising existing ones

Suggestions and recommendations
-

Links between C-A and other EU platforms are needed

-

Coordination between C-A and C3S (analyze common audience, cross
references and specific contents)

New structure and layout of Climate-ADAPT
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New structure and layout of Climate-ADAPT

Discussions and outcomes
-

New layout was appreciated

-

Interconnection of EU platforms

-

Sharing contents (e.g. case studies) among platforms

Suggestions and recommendations
- Improve visibility of regions that are not EU transnational regions
- On line IT consultation opens till 20 June; individual feedback is
welcome

C-A planning instruments
The current Climate-ADAPT Work Plan 2013-2018 has to be replaced by the end of the year,
based on the results and findings from the evaluation.
Framework and concise doc with objectives, scope and visión, lines of activities,
timeline and governance. As part of this WP, there are particular elements with a high
strategic value to be developed and implemented:
Mechanism for a regular Climate-ADAPT updating, will set up the systematic
procedure to keep the contents of the webpages up to date, defining workflow, frequency and thematic
experts in charge.

Monitoring, Reporting and Evaluation scheme, will consider the elements of
monitoring, internal reporting, external reporting and evaluation.

Climate-ADAPT Dissemination Strategy, will structure the list of actions regarding
communication, participation and coordination issues.

C-A planning instruments

Discussions and outcomes
-

WP is consider a good planning instrument to guide the management of
the platform for the coming years 2019-2021

Suggestions and recommendations
- Small standard presentation on C-A with some background notes
- Option to request EEA / ETC / DGCLIMA to present C-A at events
- Request EIONET members to provide a list of events every 6 months
- EEA / ETC provide item for “banner of the month” to other adaptation
platforms
- Tutorial on navigation and benefits of C-A (with audio in English and other
languages)

Webinar on C-A evaluation
Thursday 28 June, 11:00-12:00
CEST

Please, join!

